EVERGREEN™ Turf Blanket Ideal for Quick Repairs As Well

Widely used as a winter turf blanket to protect grass against winter kill and desiccation, EVERGREEN™ by Covermaster is equally effective to make turf repairs on sports fields.

Heavy wear areas such as goal mouths on soccer fields, between hash marks on football fields or around players' benches can be quickly repaired with EVERGREEN™.

It works by creating a greenhouse effect, allowing grass to breathe and retaining the right amount of heat and moisture. It actually enhances and accelerates the process of seed germination or it will rapidly establish newly sodded areas. Deeper, healthier root development is a key factor when you use EVERGREEN™.

The cover is also used to secure early spring green-up on baseball fields and the like. And because EVERGREEN™ is super light in weight, even large size covers are easily handled.

For samples and complete information, call Covermaster Inc. at 800-387-5808, fax 416-742-6837 or visit covermaster.com.